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ABSTRACT

We describe the state of development of a white light interferometer to characterize the cryogenic mirrors for
GW detector on operation. We include the first experimental results from the proof of concept of the metrology
instrument. The instrument will characterize the topology as well as the vibration of the mirrors. This devel-
opment takes place in the frame of the E-TEST project. E-TEST is one of the technology demonstrators for
the future Einstein Telescope (ET). ET is dedicated to the measure and characterization of gravitational waves.
The prototype built by E-TEST includes a large silicon mirror of 40 cm diameter suspended by innovative vi-
bration isolation hanging modules. To reach the detection specification, the mirror is cooled down at cryogenic
temperatures around 20 K. Nevertheless, even after the isolation, the mirror may not reach perfect stability once
at cryogenic temperatures. Furthermore, the mirror may experience surface topology changes and wavefront
deformation due to the extreme variations in temperature and gradient. With our metrology instrument, we can
obtain on a single camera frame a set of interferogram maps of the area observed on the mirror at different optical
path differences. To do this, we design an innovative phase mask for a white light low-coherence interferometer.
In addition, we implement new algorithms for the white light interferogram analysis, avoiding the limitations of
the conventional Phase Shifting Interferometry algorithms.

Keywords: White Light Interferometry, Dynamical Interferometry, Optical Phase Mask, Single-Frame low-
coherence Interferometry, Topology and vibration determination with interferometry

1. INTRODUCTION

The gravitational waves have a significant impact on the scientific community. These ripples in space-time
generated by the highest energetic processes in the universe contain the key to explaining some of the largest
physical phenomena. The Einstein Telescope is a third-generation gravitational waves detector. The Einstein
Telescope EMR Site Technology (E-TEST) project aims to realize a cryogenic damping prototype for the Einstein
Telescope. E-TEST includes a silicon mirror of 40 cm diameter, suspended and cooled down at cryogenic
temperatures around 20 K.1 During the cooling down, the mirror may be affected by surface topology changes
and induced vibrations. H. Kaneda et al. proved the topology change of a large mirror at cryogenic temperatures.2

In the framework of the Einstein Telescope, the mirror characterization is essential to ensure the accuracy of the
results in the detection of gravitational waves.

We update on the state of development of a dynamic or single-frame white light interferometer to characterize
the cryogenic mirrors for a Gravitational Wave detector on operation.3 The metrology instrument measures the
local vibration as well as the topology change of the suspended silicon mirror at cryogenic temperatures. We
also present the advancements in the optical simulations and the development of a proof of concept of the
instrument at the laboratory. The objective of the proof of concept is to study the instrument’s feasibility and
prove the results obtained from the simulations through a concept version of the instrument. We illustrate the
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interferograms obtained with a source with a bandwidth at its Full Wave Half Maximum (FWHM) of around
400 nm on the visible spectral range between 400 nm to 800 nm. Therefore the source coherence length is very
low. We comment on the limits we found and propose solutions to improve the contrast and definition of the
interferograms.

With our interferometer, we obtain at each camera frame a set of interferogram maps of the area observed on
the mirror at different Optical Path Differences (OPD). We do not use PZT devices to avoid unwanted additional
vibrations. The added value of the interferometer is the possibility of monitoring the vibration and topology
change of multiple local areas on the mirror and not just a single absolute value. To make this possible we
designed an innovative phase mask working on transmission. The phase mask has a stair shape made of steps
of different optical thicknesses of the same material. We will discuss how the phase mask design depends on
multiple parameters such as the coherence length of the source, the size of the minimum detail we want to observe
or the algorithm to process the white light interferograms.

We use a low-coherence source to unambiguously determine the mirror location and therefore the local
vibration and topology. The interference pattern of a low-coherent white light source is characterized by a well-
differentiated central fringe visible only close to the optical contact4.5 The difficulty in obtaining the interference
fringes with a low-coherence source is an advantage to avoiding spurious unwanted interferometry signals from
scattered rays, speckle, dust, and imperfections.6 Each step of the phase mask we design will capture a point of
the interference pattern. Then we reconstruct the full interference pattern. We do this at multiple local points
of the mirror surface. References789 explain other techniques to reconstruct an interference pattern on a single
camera frame. In Section 2.4 we introduce the new approaches we develop to study the measured interference
patterns. We develop new functions since we found some limitations in using traditional processing methods41011

with our phase mask.

2. METHODS

2.1 Definition of the white light interference pattern

If we assume that the white light source has a Gaussian power spectrum, the interference pattern can be defined as
the combination of the normal probability density function and the fundamental equation of interferometry,121314

obtaining Eq. 1.

I(OPD) = 0.5 · I0 ·

(
1 + exp

[
−
(
OPD

lc

)2
])

· cos (2 · k0 ·OPD) (1)

Where k0 is the angular wavenumber: k0 = 2 π/λ, with λ the central wavelength of the source; while lc is
the coherence length defined in Eq. 2.6 The coherence length defines the distance the wave travels before the
temporal coherence drops to zero. As a result, the peak of the white light interference pattern is only visible if
the OPD between the two arms of the interferometer is less than half the coherence length of the source. The
white light pattern has a periodic modulation with a period of λ/2.
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We defined the Full Wave Half Maximum (FWHM) at the 1/e of the highest point of the coherence envelope
of the interference pattern, obtained by the exponential function in Eq. 3. While n is the index of refraction of
the medium where the light propagates and λ0 in the central wavelength of the source.

Coherent envelope = exp

[
−
(
OPD

lc

)2
]

(3)

With the previous equations, we can define a perfect white light pattern like in Fig. 1.
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2.2 Measurement of local vibrations

The initial position of the suspended silicon mirror is unknown due to its non-perfect stability. To compute the
local vibration, we use the pair of interferograms measured in two consecutive camera frames. First, we precisely
determine the peak of the coherence envelope of each pattern with one of the procedures described in section
2.4. Then, we compute the local vibration between two frames as the distance between the two peaks identified.
This distance should be zero in an ideal case where the mirror is perfectly isolated from vibrations. We illustrate
the procedure in Fig. 1. In this figure, we normalize the intensity to a value between -1 to 1, but the intensity
values are always positive. Finally, we apply the method to the consecutive pair of camera frames for each of the
points inside the area observed. The measurement of local vibrations is one of the most significant advantages
of the instrument we propose.

Figure 1. Displacement of the interference pattern between two consecutive camera frames due to vibration.

The second application of the instrument is the measurement of local changes in the topology of the mirror
caused by the extreme variation in temperature. At each camera frame, we obtain a set of interferograms that
contains the information on the topology of the mirror. Each step of the phase mask corresponds to a region of
equivalent size on the detector. We need several camera frames to distinguish a local topology change from a
local vibration. We expect the mirror deformation scale to be lower than the vibration scale.

2.3 Working principle of the phase mask

The metrology instrument incorporates an innovative phase mask to perform dynamic white light interferometry.
That means having on a single camera frame all the information needed to reconstruct the interference pattern
of a local measurement point. In principle, the objective is to capture at the detector a set of interferograms
of the same mirror area at different OPDs and on a single camera frame. The phase mask is within an optical
layout that ensures that the entire FOV passes by all the phase mask steps. For a specific local point, each step
of the phase mask captures a sample point of the white light interference pattern. Then, with all the sample
points, we can reconstruct the full white light interferogram. We do this reconstruction of the pattern with all
the local points inside the area observed.

The phase mask we conceive has a step design, where each step simulates the change in OPD introduced by
the displacement of a PZT device. Each step is made of the same material but has a different optical thickness. If
we consider two monochromatic light rays, Eq. 4 gives the OPD between the rays when one traverses a material
with an optical thickness e, and the other displaces parallel on air. n is the material index of refraction for a
specific wavelength.
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OPD = e · (n− 1) (4)

According to Eq. 4, the change in optical path difference depends on the source wavelength. In our case, we
use a polychromatic source. Therefore, the phase shift introduced by a step of the phase mask differs for the
individual spectral constituents. This issue is also present in phase-shifting white light interferometers, where
a phase shift is introduced by modifying the path length of one of the arms of the interferometer. This issue
produces chromatic aberrations that are visible by a shift of the position of the envelope of the white light
interference pattern. The shift introduces an error in the measurement of the exact position of the mirror. In
addition, these errors appear even if the optical system is well compensated to reduce the chromatic aberration.
Nevertheless, the chromatic aberrations related to a phase shift lead to systematic errors in the measurement of
the position of the mirror that we can numerically correct.15

Figure 2 contains a schematic representation of the mask working principle. We define the height difference
between consecutive steps according to the following equation, Eq. 5. We obtain this equation through Eq. 4 to
have a representative phase shift of π/2 between steps.

height difference =
λ

8 · (n− 1)
(5)

In the previous equation, λ is the peak wavelength of the source and n is the material index of refraction
for a wavelength. For example, for an index of refraction of around 1.52, which corresponds to N-BK7 with a
central wavelength at 500 nm, the height difference between consecutive steps is 120 nm. We expect a surface
roughness of the planar region of each step lower than λ/20 for λ = 633 nm.

Figure 2. Concept view of the phase mask designed to perform single-frame white light interferometry. Each step captures
a sample of the white light interferogram. Then, we can reconstruct the full pattern.

2.4 Determination of the peak of the coherence envelope

The feasibility of the phase mask manufacturing is a critical element for us. The number of steps of the phase
mask is based on the sampling of the white light interferogram along the optical axis. As a result, we look for
the analysis method that requires the lowest number of samples to reconstruct the white light pattern. We need
a reconstruction that allows us to detect the peak of the coherence envelope with the desired accuracy. The
detection of this peak is directly related to the mirror position and, therefore, the local vibration and topology
change.

First, we discard the analysis methods that require a large set of points to estimate the position of the
zero-order fringe. This is the case of the centroid method based on the determination of the centre of gravity
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of the interference pattern.10 Then, again a large number of data points and big computation times are the
reasons to not considered for the moment the frequency-domain analysis methods.4 In the latter technique, the
interference data is transformed into the frequency domain by Fourier analysis and then the relative surface height
is determined by calculation of the rate of change of the interferometric phase with the wavenumber.5 Moreover,
to simplify the optical layout and avoid intensity losses through the polarizers, we also discard the possibility of
doing a phase shift by a change in the polarization state of the light beam.16 Our next step was to implement the
Phase Shifting Interferometry (PSI) method commonly used in long coherence interferometry. The PSI method
computes the relative path difference between the interferometer arms with the interference beam phase. We
obtain the phase value with the so-called PSI algorithms, like the one presented in Eq. 6.17 The PSI algorithms
use the intensity of the interference beam measured at different positions of a PZT device. The displacement of
the PZT between two sample points must create a phase shift defined by the PSI algorithm. Equation 6 requires
a phase shift of λ/8 or π/4 between measurements. Several references define different algorithms with more or
fewer points, each one with a specific phase shift.10

ϕ = tan−1

[
2 (I2 − I4)

2I3 − I5 − I1

]
(6)

Despite the effectiveness of this method, we were not able to obtain acceptable results. This is because we
use a phase mask that introduces a phase shift by steps of different thicknesses and a polychromatic source.
The phase shift depends on the material index of refraction that depends on the wavelength. As a result, we
need flexible and compatible methods with the phase mask we develop if we want to achieve a sub-nanometer
resolution. One of the methods we use determines the peak of the coherence envelope by a Hilbert transform.
Then, we also define a function based on the product of a cosine and a Gaussian function to fit the intensity
points. We illustrate this last method in Fig. 3. In this figure, we normalize the intensity again from -1 to 1,
knowing that the intensity value is always positive. The aim is to develop a method for having the best accuracy.
This is a mathematical function or analysis method that allows for correctly reconstructing the interferogram
even with a faulty sample, unwanted signal noise or uneven phase shifts between samples.

Figure 3. Determination of the peak of the coherence envelope by fitting a mathematical function to the samples. We
obtain each sample with a different step of the phase mask.

2.5 Optical layout of the instrument

The interferometer we designed has a single reference arm and a measurement arm. At the end of the measure-
ment arm, there is a 40 cm silicon mirror. The mirror is suspended and cooled at cryogenic temperatures inside
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the 6.5 m diameter vacuum chamber of the facilities at the Space Center of Liège in Belgium. There is a distance
of 3 meters between the silicon mirror and the vacuum chamber optical window. The length of the measurement
arm is defined by the architecture to cool down the mirror inside the vacuum chamber.18 According to the
length of the measurement arm, the reference arm is, in principle, 3 m. In Fig. 4 we schematically illustrate
the interferometer with the optical layout of a Michelson Interferometer. In this scheme, we have a reference
arm that contains the phase mask, a measurement arm with the suspended silicon mirror and we have a low
coherence source before the beamsplitter. The aim is that the information from all the local points of the mirror
passes through all the steps. We obtain, as a result, an interferogram for each step of the same mirror area. As
explained in the previous sections, each step introduces a different OPD.

Figure 4. Conceptual view of the metrology instrument we develop to measure the topology change and local vibration
of the suspended silicon mirror. The aim is that the information from all the local points of the mirror passes through
each phase mask step. As a result, we obtain on a single camera frame a set of interferograms of the same mirror area at
different OPDs.

With this aim, we implement an arrangement of lenses on the measurement arm to convert the spatial
information onto angular information and to ensure that all the angles pass through all the steps of the phase
mask. Besides, we add a microlens array before the detector to image the information from each step of the
phase mask. The number of lenses on the microlens array is equivalent to the number of phase mask steps. The
lenses on the measurement arm represent a telecentric arrangement with three main lenses. First rays almost
parallel from the mirror reach the lens L1. At the focal point of L1, we locate the lens L2. L2 creates an
intermediate image of the area observed. The focal point of L2 will be also the focal point of L3, to ensure the
afocal arrangement of the lens. At this point, all the angles imaged cover almost all the aperture of the lens L3.
Then those rays will pass through the phase mask and cover all the steps. Finally, the microlens array focuses
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on the detector the interferogram associated with each step.

Here we illustrate the interferometer concept through a Michelson Interferometer optical layout for a better
understanding. The final optical layout contains a different arrangement of the reference arm and position of
the phase mask. The measurement principle and lens arrangement on the measurement arm remain the same.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Computer simulations

The interferogram associated with each step of the phase mask contains the information of the deformation and
local vibration of multiple points inside the area observed on the mirror. Fig. 5 a) illustrates the concept of the
metrology instrument through a simulation of the interferometer in the optical software ASAP NextGen. This
figure represents the four interferograms of the example of mirror deformation of Fig. 5 b) obtained with a phase
mask of four steps. We highlight how the entire area observed on the mirror is imaged at each step. For this
simulation, we used a spectrum from 400 nm to 600 nm and a central wavelength at 550 nm. Then in Fig. 5 c)
we illustrate the reconstruction of the white light interferogram for one of the points inside the area observed.
The instrument’s lateral resolution will be in the order of a few micrometres, according to the pixel size of the
detector.

Figure 5. a) ASAP NextGen optical simulation of the interferograms obtained with a phase mask of four steps of the
example of mirror deformation (b). c) Reconstruction of the interference pattern for one point. White light source: ∆λ
= 400 nm to 600 nm; λc = 550 nm.

3.2 Proof of concept of the interferometer

We have started building a proof of concept of the interferometer in the laboratory. Our aim is to replicate
the simulation results of Fig. 5 with a scaled version of the instrument. We base the proof of concept at the
laboratory on the optical layout of a Michelson Interferometer. On one of the interferometer arms we locate a
glass plate of a few millimetres thickness installed over a support that rotates with micrometre precision. The
lenses of the measurement arm of Fig. 4 are not included since we need them only for a multiple-step phase
mask.

The alignment of a Michelson Interferometer with a white light source is an arduous task. This is due to the
small coherence region of a white light source with large bandwidth. We use a tungsten halogen light source
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from Ocean Insight. The lamp model is HL-2000-FHSA-LL. It has a bandwidth at its FWHM of around 400 nm
on the visible spectral range between 400 nm to 800 nm, with a peak wavelength of around 600 nm. According
to Eq. 2 this correspond to a coherence length of 0.6 µm.

To find the coherence region of the white light source and, therefore, the interference fringes, we first co-
align the interferometer with a laser source of large coherence. The laser alignment is represented in Fig. 6 a).
Then, we switch to the white light source and modify the length of one of the arms until we find the fringes.
Eventually, we also use a bandpass filter in front of the source, of 8 nm at a wavelength of 520 nm. This increases
the coherence region while keeping it smaller than the laser. Also, we can install one of the mirrors on a PZT
device with nanometer accuracy, as we did in Fig. 6 (4), to find the coherent region. The fringes of equal
thickness on a white light interferogram are characterized by a central black fringe and a set of colour fringes
whose contrast decreases rapidly with their distance from the central fringe. The black region corresponds to
the optical contact. On the other hand, white light Haidinger fringes are characterized by a black circular fringe
close to the centre and a set of coloured fringes around with a lower contrast when we move from the centre. The
Haidinger fringes or fringes of equal inclination are visible when the measurement mirror and reference mirror
reflect the rays with the same angle so that an image is formed at the infinity. If both mirrors were located over
the same optical axis, they would need to be parallel to obtain the Haidinger fringes.12 As a remark, we are
using two flat mirrors. The white light interferometer setup is included in Fig. 6 b).

Figure 6. a) Michelson Interferometer using a laser source (1) for alignment purposes. (2) Spatial filtering and collimation
of the source, (3) beamsplitter 50/50, (4) flat mirrors and (5) filter to limit the white light source bandpass. b) White
light interferometer coaligned with the laser source. (6) Ocean Insight HL-2000-FHSA-LL source thought a fiber and
parabolic mirror for collimation, (7) glass plate over a rotating support, (8) Thorlabs CMOS DCC3240M camera.

We align with the glass plate already on one of the arms. Next, we rotate the glass plate and observe the
displacement of the fringes. We capture the images with a Thorlabs High-Sensitivity CMOS DCC3240M camera
of 1280 x 1024 pixels. In Fig. 7 (1) and (2), we represent two rotations of the glass plate close to the optical
contact. From (1) to (2) the central circular fringe is smaller since we get further from the optical contact.
We can also notice a lateral displacement of the fringes introduced by the glass plate. We expect not to have
this problem with the multistep phase mask. The manufacturers will treat both sides of the phase mask before
engraving the steps so they are as planar as possible. The deviation from a circular shape of the fringes is the
result of a non perfectly planar mirror and also due to instabilities of the light source. In Fig. 7 (3) and (4),
there are two other orientations of the glass plate, this time when the reference mirror is slightly tilted for better
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visualization. We see how from (3) to (4) the space between fringes increases since we approach the circular
fringes. Also, we can again appreciate the lateral displacement of the fringes to one side of the interferogram.

Figure 7. Four interferograms obtained with a low-coherence white light source and captured with a CMOS camera. (1)
and (2) are the Haidinger fringes close to the optical contact. From (1) to (2) we rotate the glass plate on one of the
interferometer arms to simulate two steps of the phase mask. Same procedure on (3) and (4) but this time with linear
fringes for better visualization. We can appreciate the displacement of the fringes due to the phase shift introduced by a
different optical thickness of the glass plate.

On the other hand, we can vary the length of one of the arms and observe the quick contrast change of the
fringes. The fringes are only visible in a region smaller than 1 µm according to the coherence length of our source.
In Fig. 8 there are represented four interferograms corresponding each one to the same mirror inclination and
different consecutive lengths of one of the interferometer arms. This is according to the results simulated in Fig.
5

4. DISCUSSION

One of the first conclusions from the proof of concept is that we can obtain the fringes of interference even with
a very large bandwidth on the visible and therefore very low coherence. We used a source of 400 nm FWHM
bandwidth on the visible from 400 nm to 800 nm. This does not mean that having such a large bandwidth is better
than just half or even less. The sampling needed by the processing algorithm of the white light interferograms
will determine the best coherence length to detect the position of the mirror with the accuracy desired. The
bandwidth is therefore related to the number of steps of the phase mask. Another positive result is to observe
the displacement of the fringes with different thicknesses of a glass plate which proves the working principle of
the phase mask.

On the proof of concept, we observed that we need to improve the fringe contrast for better visualization
of the fringes. We can introduce neutral density filters or use beamsplitters different than 50 R and 50 T. We
confirmed the strong effect of vibrations on the visibility of the fringes. Therefore, it is clear that the capability
of our instrument to instantaneously capture full interferogram maps on a single camera frame will be a large
advantage.

Another point studied with the proof of concept is the maximum length of the interferometer arms. This is
important since the distance between the suspended silicon mirror under study and the first optical element of
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Figure 8. Four interferograms obtained with a low-coherence white light source and captured with a monochromatic
camera. From (1) to (4), we increase the length of one of the interferometer arms, while we keep the inclination of the
mirror constant. On (3) is where the contrast is higher which represents the point where the lengths of the two arms of
the interferometer are more equalized. The range where the fringes are visible is less than 1 µm.

the metrology instrument is at least 3 m. The main limiting factor at the moment to reach the 3 meters is the
low power of the source. We study the need for a more powerful source or a supercontinuum white-light laser.

5. CONCLUSION

We presented an update on the state of the development of the metrology instrument. We explained the
measurement principle of the device. It can obtain a set of interferogram maps of the mirror at different OPDs
and on a single camera frame. With this instrument, we can measure local vibration and topology change of the
suspended silicon mirror.

In addition, we presented the first experimental results of a proof of concept of the metrology instrument to
prove some of its capabilities. First, we can obtain the interference fringes with a source of very low coherence.
We used a source of FWHM bandwidth of 400 nm in the visible between 400 nm to 800 nm. Then, we showed
how we could modify the OPD with a glass plate of different thicknesses like on the phase mask. With the proof
of concept, we detected some of the significant challenges of the instrument. These are, first, the complexity of
the alignment of a white light interferometer with large arms because of the intensity lost and the small region
of coherence. And second, the problem we had with the fringe contrast due to intensity inequalities between the
arms of the interferometer.

The next step is to perform a tolerance study of the phase mask and manufacture it. The mirror charac-
terization of GW detectors on operation is essential to ensure the accuracy of the detection of the gravitational
waves.
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